Let’s bring smart contracts to everyone together!
Why smart contracts are our future?

- Automatic execution
- Immutable terms
- Irrevocable transactions
- Infrastructure cost savings
But there is a big gap in the ecosystem

Available only for programmers
Programmers have to maintain a full node
No convenient management tools
No links to real world things
What is Smartz?

Marketplace of smart contracts – for all

UI generation standard – for developers

Dashboard & collaboration tools – for users

API – for enterprises
DApps marketplace

Mind Journey
CryptoBoard is a modern version of the "milliondollarhomepage" and can be seen as a "social crypto experiment". This is how the CryptoBoard will work: Users will be able to publish a message (like a Tweet) with an...

Simple multi-signature wallet
The top message will be at the top of the page and it will stay there, until someone else publishes a new message and sends a higher amount of ETH. Then the previous top message will...

Simple ICO
CryptoBoard is a modern version of the "milliondollarhomepage" and can be seen as a "social crypto experiment". This is how the CryptoBoard will work: Users will be able to publish a message (like a Tweet) with an...

Sex dating
The top message will be at the top of the page and it will stay there, until someone else publishes a new message and sends a higher amount of ETH. Then the previous top message will move down on the site.

DEPLOY FREE

DEPLOY FREE

DEPLOY FREE
Dashboard and collaboration tools

Simple ICO

Functions
- MINT
- SEND
- STOP
- START

Stage
- Softcap is collected

Name
- OCN

Market Cap
- $2,141

Price
- $0.010109

Change (24h)
- $15

Var1  Var2  Var3  Var4  Var5  Var6  Var7
- 2141  0.010109  348  0  11  Bull  Bull

Var8  Var9  Var10
- Elias Boudinot  0.0211  348

Donators
- Jimmy Santiago
- Andrew Blackbird
- Diane E. Benson
- Bill John Baker
- Kimberly M. Blipper
- Buffalo Bird Woman

Mint
- Mint id: 0X5A81E162DD9265A86B09D4CF075711AF428D978614549C80830AFFD2886A1A

To
- Address:
  - 0X5A81E162DD9265A86B09D4CF075711AF428D978614549C80830AFFD2886A1A

Amount
- 256 bit unsigned integer
  - 10000

Execute
Try Smartz prototype today!

**Simple ICO**
Simple and reliable smart contracts system for ICO. You get ERC20 token with custom name and ticker and crowdsale with settable sale period, hardcap and token to Ether rate.

**ERC20 Token**
Standard ERC20 token with custom name, ticker and optional minting, burning, emission limit, premint and pause functions.

**Multisignature Wallet**
Wallet contract to keep your funds under defense of more than one signature. Number of signatures and quorum are adjustable, for example 2/3 or 3/5.

**Simple Voting**
Just simple and robust ballot contract. Suitable for fast cooking crypto-protected voting in any organisation.

**Smartz ERC20**
Freezable Burnable Mintable

**Smartz token**
ERC20-compatible token with additional features: freezing tokens, burning tokens, approveAndCall function. Used as Smartz platform token.

https://platform.smartz.io
SMR token functions

- Reduce fees on paid smart contracts.
- Access premium subscription functions.
- Pay for marketplace promotions.
- Reward auditors and contributors.
- Be rewarded for various activities like writing reviews or rating DApps.
- Get access to various activities like moderation, voting or even governing.
Core team

**Sergey Prilutskiy**  
Head of Research  
Developer of high-loaded systems, blockchain-expert, lecturer of the cryptography and information security courses in MEPHI and Bauman state universities.

**Yuri Vasilchikov**  
CEO  

**Alexey Makeev**  
CTO  
Developer and architect of high-loaded systems, project teamlead at Search@mail.ru and 1C, developer of smart contracts, blockchain-expert.

**Vladimir Khramov**  
Lead developer  
Senior developer of fintech systems, experienced developer and auditor of smart contracts, blockchain-expert.

**Vadim Buyanov**  
CMO  
Strategic marketing expert, entrepreneur, experienced project manager, former head of ICO projects at Waves platform.
First full life cycle cross-chain dapps platform

Early investors
Advisors
Developers
Integrators
Thank you!

Let’s bring smart contracts to everyone together!

Yuri Vasilchikov
CEO @ Smartz
yuri.vasilchikov@smartz.io
https://t.me/LoungerX

https://smartz.io
https://platform.smartz.io
https://t.me/smartz_en
https://t.me/smartz_ru